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Resumé 
Title: 
The analysis ofmatch plot- standard situation 
Work objectives: 
The analysis of fruitfulness and performance of the offensive activity during the standard 
situations. The determination of key factors leading to overcoming the rival's defense and 
scoring a goal at standard situations from the World championship 2006 and Champions 
leagues 2004/2005 a 2005/2006. Graphic demonstrations and description of particular 
standard situations which were finished with the goal. 
Methods: 
The research was accomplished by indirect observation from DVD with all goals scored at 
these competitions. There was used the qualitative and quantitative analysis at this research. 
There were followed all the elements of performance in each standard situation. The graphic 
demonstration of each standard situation has showed us the models, which we can break in to 
the training process and transfer to another performance group. 
Results: 
The results show us which methods of playing the standard situations were used at the world 
championship. Also the new methods which lead to scoring a goal and the frequency of 
appearance of these factors. 
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